Steampunk Style Pendant Necklace
Ingredients:
1 x Steampunk Style Disc Pendant
1 x Heart Pendant
14 x daisy spacers
7 x 10mmx8mm Chinese crystal rondelles
Headpins
4 x jump rings
Micro-fibre suedette
Box ends, jump rings and lobster clasp to finish
In addition you will require memory wire cutters, a pair of
flat nosed pliers and a pair of round nose pliers.

What To Do:
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1. Thread a small daisy spacer bead, a crystal roundel followed by another daisy spacer
bead onto 3 of the headpins (Fig 1).
2. Bend each of the headpins to a right angle as close to the bead as you can and trim off
the excess wire from each leaving approx 1cm on each (Fig 3). Make sure you keep the
excess bits of headpins as you will need them for the next stage.
3. Using your round nose pliers, create a simple loop on each of the headpins, and set to
one side (Fig 4)
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4. Now, using the excess wire that you trimmed off in Stage 2 use your round nose pliers to
make a simple loop onto each of the headpins (Fig 4) and add a daisy spacer, a crystal
roundel followed by another daisy spacer onto each
5. Make a simple loop on the other end of each headpin and then link these to the first
three you made. Add an extra link of beads onto what will be the middle strands (Fig 5)
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6. Open 3 jump rings. To do this find the join and position this at the top, use your flat nose
pliers to grip one side of the jump ring and your round nose pliers to grip the other side.
Then gently pull one side of the jump ring towards you and push the other side away
from you (Fig 6). Use the open jump rings to link each strand of beads to the steampunk
disc pendant ensuring the longest strand is in the centre (Fig 7).
7. Using a final jump ring add a heart pendant to the top of the steampunk disc (Fig 8).
Onto this add two lengths of micro-fibre chain finished with two box ends, jump rings and
a lobster clasp.
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